In this paper, we propose a novel method to compute triangle counting on GPUs. Unlike previous formulations of graph matching, our approach is BFS-based by traversing the graph in an all-source-BFS manner and thus can be mapped onto GPUs in a massively parallel fashion. Our implementation uses the Gunrock programming model and we evaluate our implementation in runtime and memory consumption compared with previous state-of-the-art work. We sustain a peak traversed-edgesper-second (TEPS) rate of nearly 10 GTEPS. Our algorithm is the most scalable and parallel among all existing GPU implementations and also outperforms all existing CPU distributed implementations. This work specifically focuses on leveraging our implementation on the triangle counting problem for the Subgraph Isomorphism Graph Challenge 2019, demonstrating a geometric mean speedup over the 2018 champion of 3.84×.
I. INTRODUCTION
Previous work in Graph Challenge has explored triangle counting methods, including set-intersection and matrixformulation approaches based on sparse matrix-matrix multiplications. But none of them has dived deep into the graph matching approach. In our previous work [1] , we did a comparative study among set intersection, matrix multiplication and graph matching approaches, and found great potential in a graph matching approach. In this paper, we address the triangle counting problem with a BFS-based subgraph matching to a triangle pattern.
Graph matching maps one graph onto another in such a way that both the topological structure and the node and edge labels are matched between the two graphs. The problem can be formalized as the search for all subgraph isomorphisms between two graphs. Most previous subgraph isomorphism algorithms fall into the following three classes: depth-first tree search, constraint propagation, and graph indexing. However, none of them is efficient on GPUs (Section II). Prior work on GPUs only targets specific applications and is generally memory-bounded.
Many graph libraries make attempts to solve some common operations on parallel machines, including the Parallel Boost Graph Library (PBGL), Pregel [2] , GraphLab [3] , Power-Graph [4] , Ligra [5] , Gunrock [6] , and nvGraph. 1 Modern graphics processors (GPUs) have been leveraged in those operations and have found success in several parallel applications. But few of those libraries have efficiently solved the subgraph isomorphism problem, either because the framework is not fit 1 nvGRAPH is available at https://developer.nvidia.com/nvgraph/.
for the problem or because no method fully exploits the large amount of parallelism available on a GPU. Existing solutions are mostly based on either backtracking or filtering-and-joining mechanisms. Backtracking-based methods do not fit well on GPU architectures because of their recursive nature. Existing filtering-and-joining strategies that focus on optimizing matching order either generate a large amount of intermediate results or handle intermediate results in an inefficient way. Compared with other triangle counting methods such as set intersection, which avoids the problem of generating intermediate results, filtering-and-joining approach has disadvantages.
Our work effectively uses the compute power of an entire GPU with an approach that leverages an an existing GPU highperformance graph processing framework as well as existing high-performing GPU computing primitives. Our approach scales especially well because we optimize our algorithm to make it generate as few intermediate results as possible.
The paper is organized as follows: section II formalizes the problem, compares with previous methods in solving the problem, and introduces the graph framework we leverage in the implementation. Section III describes our BFS-based graph matching method in detail, and illustrates how we uses it to solve triangle counting. Section IV summarizes our experimental results. And section V concludes the paper with takeaways as well as future work.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK A. Problem Definition
Triangle counting is the problem of finding all occurrences of a triangle in a graph. The occurrences should match the original triangle graph both structurally and semantically. In other words, both the graph topology and attribute information for nodes and edges should be considered when determining the similarity between two graphs. In the Graph Challenge problem, both graphs are undirected with no node labels or edge weights. We use the following mathematical definitions:
We represent the vertex and edge set of the graph G respectively as V (G) and E(G). If two vertices in G, say u, v ∈ V , are connected by an edge e ∈ E, which is denoted by e = (u, v), then u, v are adjacent or neighbors. A graph is undirected when it only contains edges that have no direction, meaning (u, v) and (v, u) essentially represent the same edge. Though this paper only describes the problem on undirected graphs, it can be extended to directed ones easily. With these preliminaries, we define subgraph isomorphism as follows:
Given a triangle as a query graph Q and a data graph G, the exact triangle counting problem enumerates all triangles that are isomorphic to Q in G. So the inputs we take are one query graph, Q, which is a triangle, and one data graph, G, in MatrixMarket format. Our outputs are the number of matches as well as the matched subgraph node ID lists from the data graph G. Compared with other methods such as set intersection and matrix multiplication, one advantage of using subgraph matching to solve triangle counting is that we can get the triangle listings for free. Another advantage is that our implementation could potentially be extended to embeddings other than triangles with/without node and/or edge label information.
B. The Gunrock graph processing framework
We note several graph frameworks in Section I; in this work, we choose the Gunrock [6] GPU-based graph analytics framework. Gunrock uses a high-level, bulk-synchronous, data-centric abstraction. Gunrock programs are expressed as manipulations of frontiers of vertices or edges that are actively participating in the computation. Its traversal-based operators (shown in Fig. 1 
) currently include:
Advance which generates a new frontier via visiting the neighboring vertices/edges in the current frontier (work distribution/load balancing). Filter which removes elements from a frontier via validation tests. Segmented intersection which computes the intersection of two neighbor lists for each pair of elements from two input frontiers. Compute user-defined vertex/edge-centric computations that run in parallel; they can be combined with advance or filter. The Gunrock framework is very efficient for BFS-based algorithms. Since our algorithm is also BFS-based, we use the Gunrock framework to fully utilize the massive parallelism of GPUs by using the above four operators. We also leverage Gunrock's capability of supporting frontiers of either nodes or edges. We describe the pros and cons of using Gunrock in Section III.
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III. APPROACH
Most existing approaches follow either a filtering-andverification or filtering-and-joining strategy. The filtering step prunes out candidates that cannot contribute to the final solutions; we later show why this step determines the efficiency of the algorithm. The verification step is generally based on Ullman's backtracking subroutine [7] which searches in a depthfirst manner for matchings between the query graph and the updated data graph obtained from the filtering step. The joining step combines the filtered candidate edges or partial results to find all matches. Previous graph-index-based methods mostly follow filtering-and-joining, which was also our approach when we initially designed our algorithm. But we found that the intermediate results generated before the joining step is a challenge to store on a single GPU. Instead, the optimized method that we propose in this paper follows a filtering-andverification approach, but unlike previous work, it is not based on depth-first search.
The aim of the filtering step is to reduce the search space on which later verification or joining steps operate. A good filtering technique can save significant effort by pruning out non-valid nodes/edges before verification or joining, which is usually the bottleneck of the whole algorithm. Filtering mechanisms can be classified into two categories depending on their exploring scopes: local or global. A local refinement mechanism prunes the set of mappings that are candidates for each single vertex. A global pruning reduces the global search space. In our approach, we use an effective filtering method by neighborhood footprint encoding which encodes each node's neighborhood information. The encoding information is updated after each local pruning and thus generates a more effective global pruning of the search space.
We traverse the data graph in an all-source-BFS manner. In other words, we start BFS traversals starting from every vertex in the data graph in parallel. The verification step happens in every iteration when we decide whether to add the newly visited node to the partial results; the verification test itself is based on the previously stored constraints. In order to avoid an explosion in memory requirements, we do a compaction after each iteration to prune out invalid partial results. In this way, we are able to keep the memory usage linear to the number of the number of matched subgraphs in the data graph.
In this section, we illustrate our approach step by step.
A. The proposed algorithm
The algorithm we propose achieves the following goals: 1) Scalable on GPU cores.
2) Memory consumption proportional to the number of matched triangles. Unlike most previous methods that are based on either tree search or graph indexing, our algorithm is BFS-based, which is a better fit for the GPU. In terms of memory usage, though the algorithm is not recursive, we are still able to limit the space needed to space proportional to the number of edges in the graph by using more efficient pruning techniques and selecting 978-1-7281-5020-8/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE query order in a novel way. Algorithm III-A is the pseudocode that shows both the algorithm itself and its implementation using the Gunrock framework. Our inputs include a triangle as a query graph Q and a large data graph G for searching. Both graphs are undirected. Our output includes the exact number of matched triangles as well as the node sequence listings of them.
Input: Triangle Graph Q, Data Graph G. Output: Count of triangles n and listings of all matched triangles. 1 procedure VERIFYING CONSTRAINTS(G, Q, c set, M ) 11: ADVANCE(c set) BFS traversal from source nodes in c set to dest nodes that are verified on stored constraints. 12:
COMPUTE(c set)
Compact satisfied dest nodes to c set. For the pre-computing part, need to store the query node connection information. We make sure that the node sequence we generate meets the BFS traversal of a spanning tree derived from Q. So we need to store any non-tree edge connection (line 2 of Alg. III-A). We maintain a set of constraints on query node ID values to avoid generating duplicated subgraphs. We call this a unique mapping order (UMO) (line 3 of Alg. III-A). The concept is derived from the neighborhood equivalence idea from Turbo ISO [8] .
Definition 3: Any pair of nodes u i , u j ∈ V (Q) are neighborhood-equivalent (denoted by ), if for every embedding m that contains node mapping pairs
The above definition illustrates that neighborhood equivalent query nodes share the same matched vertices in data graph. The equivalence class of a query vertex u is a set of query vertices that are neighborhood-equivalent to ( ) u. This class is called the neighborhood equivalence class (NEC). The Turbo ISO [9] paper proves a lemma that, in an NEC, for each node u ∈ V (Q), either an NEC member u n has the same label and same set of adjacent vertices; or every member of the NEC has the same label and are adjacent to each other. By leveraging the NEC idea, we first find NECs in the query graph, and inside each NEC, we define an ordering based on node IDs and store the orderings as constraints. For example, a triangle query graph itself is an NEC. The ordering we define is {u 1 , u 2 , u 3 } (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 are node IDs of the query graph) where u 1 < u 2 < u 3 . So when doing triangle matching in the data graph, we only traverse edges with a destination node ID value larger than the source node ID value.
The main algorithm can be separated into two big steps: filtering and verification. The filtering step starts with a computation of neighborhood encoding (NE) (line 6 of Alg. III-A), which is computed based on the degrees of nodes in the data graph. Here a node u's NE is defined as the degree of u. NE is based on an idea of using an integer to represent neighborhood information that characterizes each vertex in the data graph. We compute each triangle node's NE during pre-processing on the CPU and filter the candidate nodes in G based on NE (line 7 of Alg. III-A). Note that NE information is updated once we filter out non-valid candidate nodes. The verification step is based on multi-source breadth-first search, where the sources are the candidate set of nodes from the filtering step. After each traversal, we verify if the destination nodes can be added to the partial results based on the pre-computed constraints (line 11 of Alg. III-A). Note that during verification, we avoid excessive memory usage by doing compaction before writing to partial results (line 13 of Alg. III-A), and before the next traversal, we mask out the unfruitful partial results that contain nodes/edges less than the current stage number (line 14 of Alg. III-A). The number of parallel traversals depends on the level of the query graph spanning tree. So in the pseudocode of Alg. III-A, we use a while loop to ensure partial results are fully complete before returning the final results. To better understand Alg. III-A, we draw an implementation flowchart, which can be found in Figure 2 . We use compressed 978-1-7281-5020-8/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE sparse row (CSR) format as our data structure to store graphs in a space-efficient fashion. Filter, advance and compute are the three operators we use from Gunrock library. The filter operator takes in all nodes from the data graph G and returns nodes with satisfied NE requirements. Next, we use the advance operator to traverse all the neighbor nodes of the candidate nodes. So we need to verify if the newly traversed edges in the data graph satisfy connection constraints with corresponding query edges. The connection constraints include both the connection with existing partial results as well as requirements brought by corresponding query edges. By using the advance operator, this step is done in a massively parallel manner where the large amount of newly added edges are mapped to consecutive GPU threads and the verification computation is also done in a SIMT manner. Then we get output neighbor nodes from the threads that pass the constraint-verification tests of the advance operator. In the next step, we use a compute operator to compact the candidate nodes from scattered threads to consecutive positions in order to serve as the inputs for the next iteration of advance traversal. Note that in GPU computing, consecutive (coalesced) reads perform much better than scattered reads. So not only do we benefit from better memory complexity but also gain a performance boost from compaction.
B. Implementation
C. Optimizations
Our first optimization is k-look-ahead, borrowed from the VF3 algorithm, in the verification step to filter out more redundant partial results in each iteration according to feasibility rules besides using connection constraints. k-look-ahead originates from the idea that it is possible to prove a non-consistent state will not generate any successive consistent states. However, it may happen that, even if the state is consistent according to our constraints verification, after a certain number of steps it cannot generate any consistent descendants and, thus, cannot contribute to the final results. The detection of such situations would help to further reduce the number of explored states by avoiding the generation of consistent, but unfruitful, states. In order to achieve this aim, the algorithm verifies if the addition of the new candidate nodes to the partial results generates a consistent state; in addition, it is able to detect k steps in advance if the state will not have any consistent descendants, a k-look-ahead. Note that this optimization is a necessary but not sufficient condition. If it is false, it guarantees that the current candidate node will not pass the next iteration of verification. In our implementation, we use 1-and 2-look-ahead only, which in practice prunes out a significant fraction of unfruitful partial results.
Another optimization is our method of avoiding duplicated final results that cannot be discovered when they are incomplete. For instance, if we visit a certain part of the data graph with a different node sequence, we can get different partial results at the beginning but the same solution in the end, which increases the number of intermediate results and requires further effort to filter out duplicated final results as well. One possible solution is to use a hash table to keep track of all node sequences. Though it stops the generation of duplicate results, it cannot filter out unfruitful intermediate results. Moreover, such a large hash table storing all partial solutions would be very hard to fit on a single GPU. Instead we add constraints to the query node visiting order to ensure that no duplicate final results would be generated from the beginning. We successfully transfer the idea of a node equivalence class (NEC), which was previously used to reduce a depth-first search space to solve this problem (mentioned in Section III-A). For example, consider a triangle: all three nodes of a triangle are equivalent. So we need to define a visiting order of those equivalent nodes to avoid visiting the same combination multiple times. So in this example, we relate the visiting order to node id value and only visit in the order of increasing node id values. In this way, the same combination of nodes will only be visited once in the data graph.
As a summary, we use the following optimizations: 1) Compaction used after each advance operation to move the scatterly distributed intermediate results to adjacent spaces in memory, which improves data access efficiency as well as memory usage. 2) k-look-ahead before adding a new node to partial results to prune out unfruitful intermediate results.
3) Encoding neighborhood information for better filtering
and constraint verification. 4) Use node equivalence idea to avoid generating duplicated solutions and redundant intermediate results. 5) Mask out incomplete partial results at the end of each iteration to save memory usage.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
a) System: We tested our triangle counting implementation on an NVIDIA Titan V GPU. The Titan V is a Volta-based GPU with 80 streaming multiprocessors (SMs) and 12 GB HBM2 memory. The total memory bandwidth of the Titan V is 652.8 GB/s. In our experiments, we compare with last year's champion [10] . In their paper, they run experiments on an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU from the San Diego Super Computer Center (SDSC). This P100 GPU is a Pascal-based GPU with 56 SMs and 16 GB CoWoS HBM2 memory at 732 GB/s memory bandwidth. Our implementation is compiled with CUDA 10.0. b) Dataset: The experiments are done using both realworld and synthetic datasets from the HPEC graph challenge. The graphs are unlabeled graphs. Specifically, we compare results generated from small graphs recognized by Hu et al. [10] for the reason that our implementation currently only supports one GPU and the GPU memory is limited. But our implementation could be extended to efficient multi-GPU implementation easily under the Gunrock framework. We also assume the input graph is undirected in our implementation.
B. Results
In Table I , we show our performance in time and transacted edges per second (TEPS). We compare with last year's champion [10] . From the table we can see that we are consistently faster than Hu et al. [10] in all real-world datasets, but slower for one synthetic dataset. Note that the given synthetic datasets have a larger number of triangles, which means more intermediate results will be generated during the computation and thus slow down our implementation.
V. CONCLUSION
This work is an update and deep dive on previous triangle counting work using subgraph matching approach [11] . We improved both the filtering and joining phase by pruning more invalid nodes based on neighorhood encoding information, and using optimizations like k-step look-ahead to reduce unwanted intermediate results. We believe our optimizations are not limited to only triangle counting on the GPU. We expect the generality of our implementation allows others to extend this method to match more complicated subgraph patterns.
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